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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses the design of the Flight Computing System for PurdueSat – a 2-U CubeSat being developed at
the School of Aeronautics & Astronautics, Purdue University. The satellite employs sophisticated attitude
determination algorithms and autonomous attitude control using magnetorquers as the only actuators, which requires
substantial computation at runtime. To meet these computational demands, we have developed a unique dualprocessor computing system that is capable of handling computationally intense algorithms, while still maintaining
ultra-low levels of power consumption. These characteristics are achieved by the optimal combination of two highly
energy-efficient computers – a Digital Signal Processor geared towards large matrix multiplications, and an ultralow power ‘host computer’ that can duty-cycle its counterpart and perform all the housekeeping functions onboard
the satellite.
mission is two fold: (i) to perform ‘Attitude
Determination’ with 1 degree accuracy using low-cost
sensors; (ii) to perform ‘Autonomous Attitude Control’
with 5 degree accuracy using electromagnetic coils
alone.
This approach called for fairly complex
mathematical models and enormous numeric data
processing at runtime. Therefore, the computational
demands along with an ultra low-power scheme were
the primary design drivers in the choice of the flight
computing platform10.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most constraining tradeoffs encountered in
nanosatellite missions is the balance between
computing performance and power efficiency.
Powerful processors run at higher clock frequencies and
require more generous power budgets, and low-power
processors require more time to execute their allotted
tasks, which can lead to task starvation if computation
is not kept modest.
Because power budgets on
nanosatellites are rarely generous, and task starvation is
rarely acceptable, the above tradeoff puts a ceiling on
the computational complexity that can be allowed on a
nanosatellite mission.
This ceiling was encountered by our CubeSat team
when a numerically complex attitude determination and
control scheme was chosen for PurdueSat. PurdueSat is
an interdisciplinary project to design, build, and launch
Purdue University’s first satellite. It is a nano-satellite
that conforms to the CubeSat standard and is a double
cube of approximately 10 cm x 10 cm x 20 cm sides
with 2 kg gross mass, as shown in figure 1. PurdueSat is
primarily regarded as a platform for low-cost
nanosatellite technology development. The engineering
Colson

Figure 1: CAD model of 3-axis stabilized PurdueSat
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To meet these requirements we have developed a
unique dual-processor computing system that combines
the computational power of a 500 MHz Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) with the ultra-low power consumption
of an 8 MHz microcomputer.
The low-power
microcomputer runs continuously to handle all
Command and Data Handling (C&DH) functions, and
sends wake-up signals to the DSP whenever heavy
computation is required. The combination of these two
systems allows us to implement an advanced attitude
determination and control system that is rarely
attempted in nanosatellites, while still working within
the bounds of a strict power budget. The proposed
scheme can be easily adapted for any advanced science
missions that require high computational capabilities,
thereby extending the functionality of CubeSat class
satellites to a broader spectrum of science applications.

Attitude Determination System (ADS)
We partition the PurdueSat Attitude Determination
problem into two parts: i) Solving for the static attitude
estimate, ii) propagating the attitude dynamically until
the next static update is available. At least two nonparallel unit vectors are needed to estimate the 3-axis
attitude statically without any previous information18.
These vectors have to be known both in the inertial
frame and the satellite body frame. The components of
these vectors are used in an attitude estimation
algorithm to determine the attitude in the form of a
quaternion or a rotation matrix. The vectors in the body
frame are obtained by using sensor measurements
onboard the satellite. The same vector components in
the inertial frame are calculated using mathematical
models propagated on the satellite computer6, 18.
The PurdueSat Attitude Determination System uses the
sun vector and the magnetic field vector for static
attitude estimation. Dynamic attitude information is
propagated by the numerical integration of 3-axis
MEMS-gyro outputs. The static attitude updates serve
as resets to check gyro drift error. The sun vector was
chosen primarily due to the low weight, small size, and
low-power nature of sun sensors, as well as the
availability of an accurate model of the sun’s apparent
motion relative to the spacecraft. We use the low-cost
Hamamatsu S5991 Position Sensitive Detector (PSD)
enclosed in a box which acts as a pin-hole camera for
measuring the body frame sun vector, as shown in
figure 2. This device measures the x and y coordinates
of the sun’s rays falling on the sensor in the form of
currents which are processed by analog electronics.
Using the height of the box as the z-coordinate, a three
dimensional unit vector is determined10.

Contents
In the balance of this paper, we will describe the
strategies and algorithms used to perform attitude
determination and control, and the computational
platform chosen to execute each of these algorithms.
We will describe the architecture of the Flight
Computing System and the two microprocessors
involved, as well as the specifics of inter-processor
communication. Some preliminary results which
demonstrate the feasibility of this approach will also be
presented. We conclude the paper listing the key
advantages and the generic scope of this approach.

ATTITUDE DETERMINATION & CONTROL
We treat the Attitude Determination System (ADS) and
the Attitude Control System (ACS) as two separate
entities in order to keep the complexities to a minimum.
The Attitude Determination System (ADS) handles the
sensory inputs from different sensors and performs
computations on them in order to estimate the current
attitude – the orientation of the satellite in threedimensional space. The ADS provides 3-axis attitude
knowledge to the Attitude Control System (ACS) which
needs to know the current orientation in order to
perform any control action. The ACS deals with the
autonomous control of the satellite attitude in order to
achieve a nominal orientation which is nadir pointing –
antennas facing the earth so that the communication
link with the ground station is not disrupted. The
Attitude Control strategy is challenging in that it
attempts to achieve fully autonomous 3-axis attitude
control using magnetic torquers alone as actuators,
while staying within the space and power constraints of
a CubeSat class satellite.

Figure 2(a): Position Sensitive Detector (PSD)

Figure 2(b): Sun Sensor Box Geometry
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Attitude Control System (ACS)
It is a well known fact that a current running through a
wire loop will generate a magnetic field. This magnetic
field can interact with the local geomagnetic field to
generate a torque5, 9. These principles are utilized in the
PurdueSat Attitude Control System by making use of
electromagnetic torquers. Magnetic torque coils
imprinted on a Printed Circuit Board provide the
propulsive capability of the spacecraft. The PCB coils
are responsible for the physical act of attitude control,
determined from the control law. The coil is designed
to be a square current-carrying loop as shown in figure
5. This square loop design is optimal because it
maximizes torque output from the available power
generated from solar cells. The loop runs along the
outside of the rectangular board so that the coil area is
maximized and it also leaves room for four solar cells
to be mounted in the middle. The board serves as the
outer panels of the satellite so that no space inside is
compromised10.

Figure 2(c): Sun Sensor Box Prototype

The magnetic vector was chosen as the second vector
primarily because of the well defined magnetic field of
the earth in LEO18, as well as the power, size and cost
advantages of the Honeywell HMC2003 3-axis
magnetic sensor hybrid7 shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: HMC2003 3-axis Magnetic Sensor

In order to provide dynamic attitude information and
rate feedback for the control system, the ADIS 16350
tri-axis sensor package from Analog Devices shown in
figure 4 was chosen as the MEMS-gyro1.

Figure 4: ADIS 16350 Tri-axis Inertial Sensor

To determine the static attitude estimate, we chose the
TRIAD algorithm because of its relatively low
computational demands. It still has an accuracy that
meets our mission requirements. In this method, we
construct two triads of orthonormal unit vectors from
the vector observations. If the vector measurements in
the satellite body frame are b1 and b2, and the
corresponding inertial vectors from the reference
models are r1 and r2, then two triads can be constructed
as in the following equations6:
t1b = b1
t2b = (b1 x b2) / |b1 x b2|
t3b = (t1b x t2b)

t1r = r1
t2r = (r1 x r2) / |r1 x r2| (1)
t3r = (t1r x t2r)

Figure 5: Torque Coil Printed Circuit Board

The following equation gives the relation between the
magnetic dipole moment produced and the current
through the loop:

Rotation Matrix: Rbr = [ t1b t2b t3b ] [ t1r t2r t3r ] T (2)
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controller has to be turned off. This might be a
repeating scenario depending on the duration of the
eclipse in the particular orbit of the satellite. Depending
on the state of the system after eclipse, either mode 2
can be activated directly or a mode 1 will have to be
initiated before LQR in mode 2 can take over11.

In this equation, M is the magnetic dipole moment
vector, I is the current through the loops, N is the
number of turns, AAvg is the average area of the loops,
and µ is the permeability of the core material. The
moment is produced in the n̂ direction which is found
by using the right-hand-rule with respect to the
direction of current flow. The interaction of the above
mentioned magnetic dipole moment with the earth’s

ρ

magnetic field generates a torque, T given by the
following equation:

ρ ρ ρ
T = M ×B

(4)

ρ
where B is the local magnetic field vector. The torque

generated tends to align the magnetic dipole moment
vector with the geomagnetic field vector. Also, no
torque is generated once the magnetic dipole moment is
aligned with the geomagnetic field5, 9.
We use a Switching Control System approach to
simplify the controller synthesis by breaking it down
into different modes of operation3. Three different
modes of operation are proposed for the switched
control system as shown in figure 6. As soon as the
satellite is ejected from its deployer, the rotational
kinetic energy of the satellite will be very high due to
the tumbling motion. Hence a de-tumbling controller
will be activated in the first mode of operation. Thus
control mode 1 will use a B-dot proportional controller
which will reduce the kinetic energy of the satellite to
zero. The rotational kinetic energy will decrease if the
dot product of the angular velocity and applied torque is
negative. The B-dot controller can also align the
satellite with the local geomagnetic field just as how a
compass needle works. This should bring the satellite to
an orientation which is in the neighborhood of the
desired equilibrium point – nadir pointing (antennas
facing the earth) 11.

Figure 6: State Switching Flow Diagram for the 3-mode
Control System

Electromagnetic coils along the three axes of the
satellite fire in a periodic manner depending on the
outputs of the active control algorithm in order to
achieve the desired orientation. This results in a
magnetic interaction between the magnetic field of the
spacecraft and that of the earth. The torque generated
by this interaction will try to orient the spacecraft to the
commanded attitude angles in the same way that a
magnetic compass needle will align itself to the
surrounding field. The control algorithm compares the
current orientation and the reference orientation and
computes the magnetic moment vector needed to
produce the instantaneous control torque. The torque
coils along the x, y, and z axes are throttled separately
using three PWM signals to generate three components
of the desired moment vector. Because the control
algorithm has to deal with multiple inputs and multiple
outputs in real time, the computational demands at
runtime are substantial.

Once the satellite orientation is in the vicinity of the
linear model, a Linear Quadratic Regulator Controller
can be activated. This corresponds to the discrete
control mode 2 of the system. An LQR is known to
work well near the equilibrium orientation13. Two
conditions will have to be met to switch to mode 2
(LQR control) from mode 1 (B-dot control): i) the
angular velocities should be sufficiently close to zero,
ii) the current orientation should be in the vicinity of the
desired equilibrium point11.
The last mode - discrete mode 3 - corresponds to no
control and the natural dynamics of the satellite will be
propagated with zero magnetic moment. This situation
will arise if the satellite runs out of power and the
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The Attitude Control System is also designed to be
implemented in a distributive computing fashion. The
high-level control is performed by the Blackfin DSP
system. This involves choosing the discrete control
mode from the three options discussed earlier. The
switching conditions in terms of the threshold angular
velocities and attitude quaternion that will initiate
transitions between the different control modes will be
evaluated by the DSP as it involves matrix
manipulations. The appropriate gain matrices for each
mode will also be computed by the DSP using the
corresponding algorithms. The host computer will
handle the low-level control. This is because the
feedback based control output has to work in a nearly
continuous fashion (at a significantly faster update rate
than the high-level control). Since the low power host
computer is on all the time, it can handle the
continuously changing part (say at a refresh rate of 10
Hz). The host computer is also responsible for
generating the PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) outputs
to the magnetic coils. The duty cycles of the three
PWM signals act as independent throttles for the
magnetic moments generated along each body axis,
which can thus create any desired control moment
vector as illustrated in figure 7.

Computational Approach
For static attitude estimation, the vectors in the body
frame are obtained by using sensor measurements
onboard the satellite. The same vectors in the inertial
frames are calculated using mathematical models which
are computationally intensive. Each time an attitude
estimate is required, the following information has to be
propagated: current position of the satellite in orbit, the
local geomagnetic field vector and the inertial sun
vector. Once the propagation is complete, the TRIAD
algorithm has to be run on the vectors obtained from
both propagation and measurement. So, the
computational load of static attitude estimation is far
too high for the low-power host computer to process
continuously.
This limitation is overcome by the following approach.
The host computer continuously (at 10 Hz update rate)
performs the relatively light numerical integration of 3axis gyro readings using the kinematic equations. The
static attitude updates are computed at a significantly
lower update rate (approximately once every 30
seconds) by a 16-bit Blackfin DSP processor which is
duty-cycled by the host computer. The DSP is put into
sleep mode after the updates are obtained. These static
attitude updates periodically reset the initial conditions
for the numerical integration taking place on the host
computer, thus checking the error buildup from the bias
and drift of the MEMS-gyro1.

ZMOBILE BLACKFIN DSP SYSTEM
The primary mission of the PurdueSat is accurate
attitude determination and autonomous control, which
requires the Flight Computing System to handle highly
complex numeric processing tasks. This was because
the algorithms for attitude estimation and control
involved several matrix multiplications and inversions
which were to be carried out on matrices containing
floating point data. Hence the computational demands
imposed by the Attitude Determination System and the
Attitude Control System were a primary design driver
in the choice of a computing system. The second major
driver was the need for a platform familiar to Aerospace
Engineering students which would reduce the learning
curve and facilitate rapid design and development.
Using assembly level programming or even low level
embedded C programming for development was not
very feasible because of the lack of Electrical
Engineering experience on the team. The maintenance
of the software after development would also pose
serious challenges to new incoming Aerospace students.
Hence a user friendly but powerful embedded
computing platform was necessary. The other
constraints that drove the design were the allowable
power consumption and the size limitations imposed by
the CubeSat platform. The Commercial-Off-The-Shelf

Figure 7: Independently Throttled Magnetic Moment
Components along the Three Satellite Body Axes
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(COTS) availability of the hardware platform with the
above mentioned characteristics was also a concern10.

Figure 9: Blackfin DSP Core Module (onboard the
Zmobile) Running at 500 MHz

The Zmobile mixed signal board (shown in figure 10)
from Schmid Engineering AG, Switzerland, was chosen
as the motherboard for the PurdueSat DSP system.
Zmobile is an ultra low-power mixed signal main board
powered by the Blackfin Processor on Zbrain BF533
core module (figure 9), that would fit into the CubeSat
form factor. This board was a readily available
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) product with an
affordable price tag that would fit into the CubeSat
budget. The Zmobile also provided a host of features
like dynamic power management, 32 MB of RAM, four
14-bit A/D channels, five UARTs, CF/SD-card
connectors, Real-Time Clocks, single-line wake up and
a space saving Plug-In-Stack design with 100 mm x
76.5 mm dimensions. The company – Schmid
Engineering AG – is heavily supporting Embedded
LabVIEW software development and is providing
software consultation for PurdueSat. Zmobile comes
with a Board Support Package (BSP) which is a
software bundle that includes several readymade VIs
for functions like ADC, Timers, UART, Compact Flash
read/write and Watchdog as shown in figure 1114, 10.

Figure 8: A Typical LabVIEW Block Diagram made up of
Several Sub-VIs (Virtual Instruments)

We chose Embedded LabVIEW from National
Instruments as the software platform for the powerful
computer. The Blackfin Digital Signal Processor from
Analog Devices was chosen as the hardware platform.
The LabVIEW Embedded Module for Blackfin
Processors is a comprehensive graphical development
environment for embedded design which was jointly
developed by Analog Devices and National
Instruments. This provides seamless integration of the
LabVIEW development environment and Blackfin
embedded processors. This approach can reduce
development time significantly and simultaneously
provide a high-performance embedded processing
solution. The Blackfin Processor incorporates Digital
Signal Processing capabilities and microcontroller like
features in an extremely power-efficient architecture2. It
provides a low-power, unified processor architecture
that can run operating systems while simultaneously
handling complex numeric processing tasks which
makes it ideal for the requirements of the Attitude
Determination and Control systems10.
The ‘Embedded LabVIEW on Blackfin’ platform
provides several advantages. The LabVIEW is a
graphical programming language based on a block
diagram approach as shown in figure 8. This is very
similar to the MATLAB/Simulink platform that
Aerospace students are already familiar with. LabVIEW
abstracts away the low level complexities of the
embedded system. The Virtual Instrument (or VI which
can be thought of as the analogue of a subroutine or an
object in some other programming languages) approach
in LabVIEW provides an intuitive view of the entire
system, making programming and debugging several
times faster10.
Colson
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A Digital Signal Processor (DSP) driving a high-level
graphical programming language demonstrates a
technology allowing engineers to implement high-level
mathematical models directly on an embedded
platform. The familiar block diagram style abstracts
away all the low-level hardware complexity and enables
the designers to always have an intuitive view of the
entire system as illustrated in figure 11. This approach
can reduce learning curves, boost programming and
debugging cycles and simplify the system maintenance.
All these significantly reduce the overall development
time which is of extreme importance for a CubeSat-type
mission10.

HOST COMPUTER
The PurdueSat host computer has two primary
functions: i) providing a schedule of wake-up signals to
the Zmobile Blackfin DSP system and ii) performing all
Command and Data Handling (C&DH) functions
onboard the satellite. As an alternative to developing
this system from scratch, we chose to build on the
Communications On Board (COB) system, developed
at Taylor University and presented at the 2006
AIAA/USU Conference on Small Satellites15. It is a
generic command and data handling system based on
the MSP430 ultra-low power MCU as shown in figure
13. Its modular design and flexible command
framework make it readily adaptable to this application.
The power consumption of the COB system is on the
order of 10 milli-watts running at 8MHz, which is twoorders of magnitude below that of the Zmobile Blackfin
DSP (~1.0W). All project files and documentation for
the Communications On Board project were obtained
from the Taylor CubeSat team, with permission to
continue its development and present all results found
in this paper.

Figure 11: Zmobile BSP VI Palette with Readymade VIs
for Peripherals like ADC, Timers & UART

The primary emphasis of the PurdueSat project mission
is to develop and test a novel space technology to be reused for future CubeSat missions in the nanosatellite
community. We chose the low-power mixed signal
platform Zmobile to realize the DSP part of the Flight
Computing System since it delivers a user friendly,
energy-conserving and powerful embedded computing
platform which also fits into the tiny CubeSat form
factor. It also provides Aerospace engineers an
opportunity to leverage the potential of a high end
Digital Signal Processor without digging into the low
level software and hardware details. Thus the PurdueSat
Flight Computing System takes advantage of the NI
LabVIEWTM Embedded Module and the low-power
mixed signal ADI Blackfin target ZMobile in order to
achieve precise spacecraft attitude determination &
control14, 10.

Figure 13: Communications On Board (COB) System
Developed at Taylor University

Figure 12: Graphically Programmable DSP Power
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host computing system.

Adaptation of the COB system
Because the COB system was designed to be a generic
C&DH system, it included features and capabilities that
were not necessary for our mission. To free memory,
reduce power consumption, and reduce overall
complexity, we streamlined and adapted the design to
meet the specific goals of the PurdueSat mission.
Notable omissions were 1-Wire capability, the interface
to a second radio, and all of the prototype features, such
as debugging headers and large DB9 serial connectors.
The biggest alteration was a complete upgrade of the
microcomputer, from TI’s MSP430F1611 MCU to the
recently released MSP430F5438. The MSP430F5438
has 16KB of RAM, 256KB of flash memory, 4
Universal Serial Communication Interfaces (USCI), and
87 general purpose I/O pins17. It consumes less power
than the MSP430F161116, and is slightly less expensive.
Its increased capabilities allowed us to make two
fundamental changes to the structure of the COB
system. First, the increased flash memory allowed us to
completely remove the filesystem and bulky SD card in
favor of an ultra lightweight filesystem based entirely
on internal memory. This freed board space and
reduced access time for stored data. Second, the
additional USCI modules made it possible to allocate a
dedicated hardware interface for each of the system’s
communication ports. Previously the limitations of the
MSP430F1611 had required the SPI and I2C buses to
be multiplexed on a single hardware module, and one of
the serial ports had to be implemented in software on
general I/O pins. The dedicated hardware modules
ensure that data transfers happen quickly and are nonblocking. Altogether these modifications resulted in a
40% reduction in board space and a slimming down of
the PCB from six layers to four. The remaining
improved system serves as the core of the PurdueSat

Interfaces with Satellite Subsystems
The host computer provides C&DH support for eight
PurdueSat subsystem modules – the Zmobile DSP
system, Ground Communication, Magnetometer, 3-axis
MEMS-gyro, Radiation Detector, Power system,
Antenna Deployment, and the Magnetic Torque Coils
(Figure 14). These modules can be grouped into three
broad categories:
Sensors: The Power system4, Radiation Detector, and
MEMS-gyro passively collect data in their own buffers
and allow the host computer to poll them at regularly
scheduled intervals. Table 1 summarizes the type of
data, input interface, and frequency of polling for each
system.
Table 1:
System

Data Collection from Sensors
Data type

Hardware
Interface

Frequency

Power System

Diagnostic

I2C

Every 10 seconds

MEMS-gyro

Attitude

SPI

1 Hz

Magnetometer

Attitude

A/D

Every 30 seconds

Scientific

A/D,
Counter

Radiation
Detector

Every 1 minute

Data from the Power System and Radiation Detector
are simply stored and forwarded to the ground at the
next available communication window. Magnetometer
and MEMS-gyro data are stored and forwarded to the
ADS to be factored into attitude estimations.
Scheduling of all data collection is handled within the
COB command framework. Several generic “umbrella”
Host Computer

Storage Layer

Internal Flash Memory

Interface Layer

External Systems

COB Command Handling
Software

COB Data Routing Software

Software Layer

UART (I2C)

UART (SPI)

ADC

ADC

UART (RS232)

UART (TTL)

PWM
Generator

I/O Pin

Power
System

MEMS-gyro

Magnetometer

Radiation
Detector

Ground
Communication
System

Zmobile DSP

Torque
Coils

Antenna
Deployment
System

Sensors

Intelligent Systems

Actuators

Figure 14: Layers of Host Computer and Interfaces to External Systems
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commands are set up on the microcomputer’s timers to
trigger at regular intervals, providing a convenient
location for reoccurring routines.

The program flow is intentionally single-threaded,
which
reduces
issues
of
concurrency and
synchronization. Interrupt Code is kept to a minimum,
and interrupts requesting lengthy routines are required
to merely set a flag. All flags are then checked in a
prioritized sequence in the main loop and addressed
appropriately. This minimizes the risk of a global
variable or data structure being thrown into an
indeterminate state when an interrupt occurs in the
middle of another thread of execution.

Actuators: The Magnetic Torque Coils and Antenna
Deployment system are considered actuators. These
systems use an input from an executed command to
control some satellite parameter.
The “Deploy
Antenna” command triggers a relay to send current
through a nichrome burn wire. The “Activate Torquer”
command sets up a PWM signal with a specific duty
cycle and sends it to one of the three magnetic torque
coils.
Table 2:

Actuating Systems

Command
Signal

System

All communication transfers in and out of the host
computing system are buffered in 512 byte blocks.
Buffers can be in one of three states, and flow from
state to state as shown in figure 15.

Hardware
Interface

Update Rate

Torque Coils

PWM

PWM
Generator

10 Hz

Antenna
Deployment

Logic

I/O Pin

One-time
Event

Buffer Available

Intelligent Systems:
This category comprises the
Ground Communication system and the Zmobile DSP
System.
Both systems support full duplex
communication and are capable of issuing their own
commands.
Table 3:

Execute
command
Yes

Command?

Communication with Intelligent Systems

System

Communication
Standard

No
Interface

Baud Rate

Ground
Communication

RS232

USCI-A0

4800 bps

Zmobile DSP

TTL

USCI-A1

9600 bps

Set RECEIVE
Mode

Set
AVAILABLE

Set TRANSMIT
Mode
Send byte
to outgoing
interface

Store byte in
buffer

The Ground Communication system is the primary link
for downloading stored data to the ground and
delivering commands to the satellite.
All
communication with this system is passed through a
MAX323 line driver to convert to RS232 levels. A low
baud rate was chosen to reduce transmission errors,
while still exceeding the bandwidth of the radio (1200
baud) to avoid limiting the net transfer rate of the
system.

Wait for
next byte
Buffer
full?

Load
next byte
No

No

Buffer
empty?

Timeout
Yes

Yes

Pass block
to destination
buffer

Communication with Zmobile DSP system is of
primary importance and will be described in a later
dedicated section.

Figure 15: Buffer State Diagram

Software Architecture

When data arrives from a subsystem through one of the
communication interfaces it is collected in the buffer
until the buffer fills or a timeout occurs. The collected
data is then passed as a block to the destination buffer
where it can be transmitted to the outgoing interface.

The software architecture has not been heavily modified
from the original COB design, and will be dealt with
briefly here.

Colson
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The exception to this flow is when an incoming block is
recognized as a command, in which case it is passed to
the command handling module.
The command
handling module implements the exact same interface
as the physical interfaces, and looks like another device
on the satellite. The difference is that it has access to
all global variables and resources of the host computer,
and can execute arbitrary blocks of code. The custom
command message format developed by the Taylor
CubeSat team lacked a checksum for verification, and
was replaced with a message format based on the
generic format described in (8).

attitude control on a short range basis by firing the
torque coils. After a certain time period, say 30
seconds, this attitude propagation will drift beyond a
certain error threshold and can no longer be used for
feedback control. Then the Zmobile DSP is woken up
to acquire a static attitude estimate. The host computer
pulls the external wake-up line of the Zmobile DSP to a
logic high which triggers the transition from sleep mode
to full power mode. The two processors exchange
handshaking signals to verify a successful
communication link, and the host computer transmits a
command to the Zmobile DSP to process the static
attitude update. This command is encoded as a string of
ASCII characters and includes all of the necessary
sensor data as parameters. The Zmobile DSP calculates
the attitude estimate within one second and transmits it
back to the host computer. Once the host computer
receives the data and verifies its checksum it puts the
Zmobile DSP back into low power mode. The entire
exchange takes less than three seconds, including the
overheads for wake-up and shut down and the time
required for data acquisition. This gives the Zmobile a
duty cycle of less than 10%, assuming a typical sleep
The physical connections
cycle of 30 seconds14.
between the processors are shown in figure 16, along
with every other signal connection in the PurdueSat
system.

INTER-PROCESSOR COMMUNICATION
Inter-processor communication is established through a
serial link between the two computers, facilitated by
dedicated UARTs running at 9600 baud. The host
computer runs continuously and sends wake up signals
to the Zmobile DSP whenever its service is required.
A typical inter-processor communication scenario can
be described as follows. The Zmobile DSP starts in
sleep mode while the host computer is continuously
performing CD&H functions. The host computer is also
propagating the dynamic attitude information by
integrating the MEMS-gyro outputs, and maintaining

Sun Sensor 1

Radio

Sun Sensor 2
Zmux
Sun Sensor 3

TNC

Wake-

Serial up line

Serial

I2C

Separation
Switch

MEMS-Gyro
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8MHz and performing continuous computation.
Results showed power consumption around 12 mW.
According to the data sheet for the new
MSP430F543817 (not yet tested) we can expect this to
decrease to below 5 mW.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The following three types of tests have been conducted
to verify the feasibility of our dual-processor computing
system:

Based on these tests, we calculate the average power
consumption (assuming 10% DSP duty cycle) of the
Flight Computing System to be 125 mW, which could
easily be worked into most CubeSat power budgets.

Computational Performance Tests
The ability of both our processors to handle the
computational loads assigned to them has been
successfully verified. The algorithms for the static
attitude estimation – orbit propagation, local
geomagnetic field vector computation, inertial sun
vector computation, and the TRIAD algorithm – were
implemented on the Zmobile DSP. The collective
execution time was found to be less than 500
milliseconds with the Blackfin core running at 500
MHz. These tests took into account only the
computation of raw data and did not include the
overhead for data acquisition or wake-up and shut
down, so a time margin of five times this amount was
assumed. This results in an absolute maximum of three
seconds of execution time for the Zmobile DSP, which
will not exceed the assumed 10% duty cycle.

Communication Tests
We implemented the UARTs on both the Zmobile DSP
and the MSP430 running at 9600 baud. The serial
communication links were verified by sending ASCII
characters back and forth. While simple, these tests
verified the synchronization of both processors and the
integrity of data transfers.

CONCLUSION
Precise and autonomous control of attitude has
traditionally been very challenging on CubeSat class
satellites.
This is due to the lack of high-end
computational platforms that render high enough
energy efficiencies to fit into the constraints of a
nanosatellite power budget. This paper has presented a
design for a dual-processor distributed computing
architecture, and shown that such a high performance
computing platform is feasible on a CubeSat. This
design hinges on the ultra low-power characteristics of
the MSP430 MCU and the Blackfin DSP core onboard
the Zmobile. The mathematically intensive Attitude
Determination and Control schemes could thus be
implemented on a CubeSat class satellite despite its
challenging space and power constraints.

We also tested the heaviest computation that will be run
on the host computer – the numerical integration of the
MEMs-gyro readings. Tests were conducted on the
MSP430F1611 using a processor frequency of 8 MHz
clock and a supply voltage of 3 V. Results showed that
using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme12
with a step size of 0.1 seconds to propagate the attitude
1 second forward resulted in a 25-millisecond execution
time. (We propagate the attitude for one second because
MEMS-gyro updates at 1 Hz yield a good balance
between dynamic accuracy and computational burden.)
Twenty-five milliseconds of computation every second
corresponds to 2.5% of the host computer’s total CPU
time. We assume that calculating and generating the
low-level PWM control signals will take up a
proportional amount of time (<75 milliseconds), which
leaves 90% of the host computer’s time for performing
routine command and data handling for the satellite.

The design and development of the PurdueSat system
has been significantly accelerated by the use of
‘LabVIEW Embedded’ graphical system design
platform for all of our DSP programming. Design time
has been further reduced by the use of Taylor
University’s generic Communication On Board (COB)
system as the base for our host computer. These
advantages have been critical to a very small CubeSat
team (<10 students) composed mostly of Aerospace
engineers.

Power Consumption Tests
The Zmobile DSP was tested running at 500 MHz with
the ADC module active, and consumed about 1.25 W.
When data is not being collected the ADC module can
be shut down, decreasing the power consumption to 1.0
W. We also tested under-clocking the Zmobile DSP at
250 MHz and saw that the consumption decreased to
0.6 W.

PurdueSat’s Flight Computing System is a promising
computing platform for high-end nano-satellite
applications, since it combines an ultra low-power
scheme with enormous numeric processing capabilities.
This eases the tradeoff between performance and power
efficiency that often limits the scope of CubeSat
missions. As long as an advanced science mission can

The power consumption of the host computer was
tested using the original MSP430F1611 chip, running at
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be adapted to run in a distributive processing fashion, it
can be implemented on this type of dual-processor
architecture. The flexibility in the length of the DSP
duty cycle also makes the architecture scalable to a
broad spectrum of science applications.
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